MODULAR STAINLESS STEEL SPORT POOLS
FOR COMPETITION, TRAINING AND LEISURE

VERSATILE | DURABLE | LIMITLESS

AQUATIC
Stainless steel panel pools are a reliable, long-term alternative to traditional competition pool construction. Complete with a durable PVC membrane for added flexibility and reliable water-tightness, Bradford sport pools consistently surpass client expectations and sport performance. We’re experts in modular pool fabrication, partnering with aquatic designers, pool builders, and contractors to bring your vision to life.

THE STAINLESS DIFFERENCE
An ideal solution for renovations of existing pools or new construction.

- Flexible fabrication to provide turn-key pool solutions
- Faster installation on-site, with less downtime
- Reduced maintenance and operational costs versus traditional pools

*Fully welded* continuous stainless steel gutter system

*Integrated* returns in gutter reduce floor penetrations while maintaining a smooth swimming area

*Freestanding or backfilled* support structures allowing limitless applications

*Patented chloramine extraction* system integrated into the gutter significantly improves indoor air quality

*Stainless steel* movable bulkheads
PERFORMANCE-FOCUSED

- Fully-customizable to virtually any client need or site demand
- Designed to meet or exceed all state and local health codes, in accordance with rigorous NCAA, FINA and NFSHSA regulations
- International design, engineering and construction collaborations

Custom fitted and welded 60 mil reinforced PVC membrane ensures full water-tightness, reducing the risk of leaks over time

Thicker 12 gauge panel walls and support structures for increased rigidity and dimensional stability

Fully sealed panel seams provide redundant water-tight protection

OPTIONS
- Ladder Rails
- Handrails
- Grab Bars
- Starting Blocks
- Lane Markers
- Lifeguard Equipment
- Filtration & Sanitization Equipment
- Surge Capacity Solutions
35+ Years of Experience, in performance-focused recreation and competitive aquatics

100% Complete Pool System, from pool to deck to mechanical equipment

25-year Industry Leading Warranty, includes all stainless steel wall, gutter, and bracing components

15-year PVC Membrane Warranty, reinforced 60 mil membrane designed specifically for swimming pools